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Meeting Goals

Presentation of the Financial Plan
for MAR Network

Review conclusions and
recommendations of the MAR
Networks’ FinPlan

Defining next steps for the Network

Agenda
What we’ve done?
The Network’s current situation: context,
Network’s current situation, project pipeline
The MAR Network FinPlan: strategic outputs &
strategic goals
Funding “seascape” – identifying opportunities
in the short, medium and long terms
Recommendations
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Where are we in the FinPlan Process?
Outline chapter

Content & questions

Executive Summary
Introduction

Generalities, Network’s inputs so far (governance, structure,
previous studies and approaches to financial planning)

Introduction to Strategic Finance
Planning

Overview of different approaches to financial planning: why using a
strategic approach to financial planning?

Methodology

Selection of methodology/approach (based on Network’s
characteristics and context)

Situational Analysis

How does the network operate today? How much does it cost?
Who’s financing it?

Strategic Finance Plan for the MAR
Cruise Destination Network

How the network could work in the future? How much will it cost to
implement its strategic plan?

Assessment of potential sources of
income for the Network

Which are the possible funding sources (low-hanging fruits)? Which
are the strategic options for the Network?

Recommendations

Concrete recommendations for implementing the Financial Plan

Annexes

Interviews, References

The Network’s
Current
Situation

Current global context
• The COVID-19 pandemic has virtually
imposed a global decline in tourist
arrivals, which will have unprecedented
impacts on tourism economy
• As harsh as it may seems, this situation
might also offer some opportunities:
• Under the UNWTO Global Guidelines to
Restart Tourism, the Network may find
an opportunity to boost the importance
of Sustainable Destination Management
as the best way for recovery

• OECD Economic Outlook: projections
are less pessimistic and reactivating the
economy means “rebuilding confidence
investing in a green and more inclusive
recovery” (link)

Source: UNWTO, 2020. Global Guidelines to Restart Tourism

MAR Network’s current situation
Cost structure

2018

2019

2020

External Funding Source GIZ Grant = EUR 101,000

GIZ Grant = EUR 100,000

Personnel (Regional
Coordination &
Technical Advisory)

Direct TA from GIZ
In-kind support from SC members

In-kind support from SC
members & Chair

Workshops/Meetings

GIZ Support:
Governance Workshop 01/2019
Governance Workshop 10/2019

Mostly Virtual

Fundraising

Staff from FC

Staff from FC

Consultancies (regional
scope)

GIZ Grant: Analysis of Economic
distribution of Cruises to Destinations,
Organizational & Governance,
Destination’s Assessments (CZM100% + RTN-100% + BLZ-50%)

GIZ Grant: Strengthen
governance through DMO´s
consolidation, Financial Plan
for the MAR Network

Projects (regional)

Train X Trainers Curricula, Video,
Printing materials, Carrying Capacity
Policy Briefs

CORAL to prepare two
proposals for the Network

Projects (at DMOs + each
destination derived from
Assessments)

Visitor Management at two
locations

2021

2022

In-kind support
from SC members
& Chair

Specific staff hired
(est. USD 36,000)

Staff from FC

Staff from FC

Projects proposals (in pipeline):

Current Project Priorities

•
•

Current Grant (end of 2020)
Sectoral Project on Environmental Policy

•
•
•
•

DMOs Cozumel & Belize – support to Roatan
Visitor Management for two locations
Financial Plan for the MAR Network
CORAL to Prepare Two proposals for the
Network

2021
2020
MAR R2R

-

Regional Marine Litter

•

2022
•
•
•

Educational toolkit for guides and operators that trains them on
ecosystem value and function and sustainable tourism practices
Regional tourism policies and regulations in order to standardize
licensing of tour guides and operators in the MAR Region.
Tools across the MAR region to educate travelers who are not
accompanied by tour guides and operators

Local Destination Community Tourism Development Strategy and Plan
Regional Capacity Building Program to support Micro-, Small- and
Medium-Sized Community Based Enterprises (MSMCE)
Small Grants Program for Local Micro-, Small-, and Medium-Sized
Community Based Enterprises

Phase I
- Integrate Plastic Waste Management into MAR Sustainability Priorities
- Implement Plastic and Waste Management Awareness Campaigns (Belize & St. Lucia)
- Multi-Stakeholder Partnerships to Support Policy Planning and Facilitate Joint
Strategies towards a Reduction of Plastic Waste
Phase II
- Strengthen Regional Cooperation and Exchange Learning Throughout the MAR
- Upscaling for a Region-Wide Sustainability Program
- Destination Assessment for Saint Lucia (for future project)

Strengthen governance of tourism sustainability within the MAR region
Integrate local communities into the cruise tourism value chain
Knowledge Management: MAR Network as an innovation lab for
sustainable recovery (data, information, knowledge)

Conclusions on Network’s Situational Analysis
• MAR Network coordination support is being provided in-kind by the Chair’s &
other members staff (external grant partially supports it)
• It is unlikely that the Network can formalize its structure soon & that this
coordination support will have to be covered by MAR Network’s own funds in
the short term
• The Network comparative advantage: two member organizations with the
capacity and experience for fundraising and administrative fund management:
CORAL & PACT
• There are other regional initiatives (i.e. Sustainable Destinations Alliance for
the Americas (SDAA) supported by Royal Caribbean, OAE & US government
funding, supported by Sustainable Travel International – high strategic alliance
potential
• There are some opportunities the Network might consider as strategic – yet
these will imply adapting some aspects of Network’s scope (due to COVID-19)
• The Network has received the support from GIZ through two grants - CORAL is
implementing the 2nd grant from GIZ (ending soon – fall 2020)
• Having received grants at early stages, an Indicator of confidence and confirms
a strong background

How the Network currently works? How it
should work in the future?
Today
• Network's coordination staff
hired through its members’
administrative structure
• Small grants
• Funding source GIZ-CORAL

Short/midterm
• Network’s coordination staff
hired through its members’
administrative structure
• Funding source: Small grants
+ mid-term projects
• Light-weight structure,
provides flexibility

Long-term
• Network's coordination staff
hired through its members’
administrative structure
• Funding source: large-scale
projects + own funds from
members (i.e. local tourism
PES)
• Holacracy management vs.
hierarchical

The Network’s
Financial Plan

The MAR Network’s FinPlan: convergence 3
dimensions
• Three phases:

• Short-term (1-2 yr): small grants (MAR R2R + GIZ Marine Litter Regional + RCL & WWF)
• Mid-term (2-4 yr): project proposals
• Long-term (4+ yr): strategic alliances & own funds

• Three Goals:
• Financial Sustainability: The MAR Network consolidates a consistent flow of contributions
• Spending Effectiveness: The MAR Network has an effective and efficient financial management
• Strategic Alliances: New strategic partnerships support destinations’ projects

• Four Thematic Windows:
• Destination’s Sustainable Recovery: the need for “a different” economic recovery post-COVID is a
global priority
• Ocean/Marine Ecosystems Protection: climate change & biodiversity conservation are still top 5 topics
for donors
• Integrated Waste & Water Management: these are top priorities from the Assessments
• Private sector engagement in Sustainable Destination Management: the Global Risk Report 2020 presented at World Economic Forum - ranked environmental risks among the top 5 risks for the global
economy

Broad Logic for Network’s Financial Planning

Private sector contributes
to sustainable destination
management

Integrated approach to
waste& water management

Goals
100 K USD in project
implementation through
its members
The MAR
Network
consolidates a
consistent
flow of
contributions

Governance &
Stakeholder participation

Strategic
Alliances
Goals
2 new strategic alliances w
international organizations
2 new strategic alliance
w support from NGOs

Private Engagement in Sustainable
Destination Management

Financial
sustainability
Financial Strategic
Outputs

New strategic
partnerships
support
destinations’
projects

Marketing and
communication

Network’s Strategic Windows

Possitive impacts of
projects contribute to
Network

Recovered & sustainable
local economies

Network’s Strategic Plan

Multilevel advocacy &
engagement
Spending
effectiveness
The MAR
Network has
an effective
and efficient
financial
management

Quality assurance &
standards

Goals
Regional & Technical
coordination supporting
the Network
New guidelines for
Destinations projects
based on best-practices
Improved monitoring
results towards Network’s
goals

Reefs and coastal ecosystems
keep generating benefits

Outcome: Financial sustainability - The MAR Network consolidates consistent flow of
contributions from a diverse portfolio (the Fundraising Strategy)
Outputs
The MAR Network implement projects and its
operational structure with traditional grant-based
sources (NGOs, international cooperation, etc.)

Inputs &
Resources

When

The Fundraising Committee finishes and close the current grant from GIZ

Q3-4 2020

The Fundraising Committee finishes its concept note for Ridge to Reef GEF Project

Q4 2020

The Fundraising Committee finish its concept note project for a specific GIZ
Q4 2020
Marine Litter project
Q1 2021
The Fundraising Committee develop a concept note for a project to present during Q3 2021
the Cruise Line Meetings with the Natural Capital Approach

Private sector (cruise lines & local tour operators)
contribute to the sustainable management of
destinations, from a regional perspective

Retrieve contact with Natural Capital Coalition in search for technical support to
develop the concept note and formulate the project

Q1 2021

MAR Network representatives participate in at least 2 meetings with cruise lines
representatives to keep negotiating a destination management project, through
the Natural Capital Approach
Development of the project format and guide to formulate projects

Q3 2021

The Fundraising Committee coordinate the
implementation of the Fundraising Strategy (3 goals,
Develop the Funding "Seascape" based on the thematic windows of opportunity
4 thematic windows, 3 phases)
The Fundraising Committee integrate its Fundraising Strategy, based on the
Funding "seascape" based on the thematic windows of opportunity
The Fundraising Committee support members in developing new projects
concept-notes
Virtual workshops to coordinate the Fundraising activities

The impacts and positive results of first 3 projects,
contributes to consolidate new projects

The Fundraising Committee systematize its lessons learnt on implemented
projects
The Fundraising Committee integrates lessons learnt in new project concepts

Q4 2020
Q3 2020
Q3 2020
Q4 2020
Q4 2020
Q1 2021
Q4 2020
Q1 2021

Outcome: Spending Effectiveness - The MAR Network have an effective and efficient
financial management, relied on the members’ structure
Outputs
The Chair of the SC assumes the regional and
technical coordination

The Network develops new guidelines for effective
management and spending

Destination Management and Planning

Inputs &
Resources

When

The Regional and Technical Coordinators support the Network operations (inkind contributions)
Network's regional virtual meetings

Q3-4 2020

The current regional and technical coordination prepare a set of coordination
tools to hand over the next coordination team
A capable member of the MAR Network assumes the funds management

Q4 2020
Q1 2021
Q1 2021

MAR Network Standards Committee develop the best practices for managing
funds for the Network

Q3 2021

DMO prepares projects based on destinations priorities

Q1-4 2021

DMO evaluates the implemented activities to feed the next planning period

Q1 2022

The DMOs participate in planning and budgeting Network’s Programs

Q1-4 2021

Q4 2020

Outcome Strategic Alliances: The MAR Network implement destination's
sustainable management projects through new strategic partnerships
Outputs
The MAR Network has a funding and strategic
alliances "seascape"

Long term projects implemented with support
of international organizations (Blue Action
Fund)

Inputs &
Resources

When

The Fundraising Committee and the Steering Committee prioritize a fundraising and
alliance map and concept
The MAR Network develops new strategic alliances with private sector based on the
Natural Capital Approach
The MAR Network develops together with a private company a concept notes to
submit to the program DevelopPP.de
Retrieve contact with the Blue Action Fund (https://www.blueactionfund.org/call-forproposals/)

Q3-4 2020

Develop a concept note based on how the MAR Network's work contributes to
protecting coral reefs and coastal biodiversity in the MAR (BAF goals)

Q3 2021 Q4 2022

Q4 2020
Q1-2 2021
Q4 2020 Q4 2021
Q3-4 2021

Retrieve contact with IKI Small Grant Program and develop a concept note for IKI Small Q3 2021 –
Grant Program
Q1 2022
Develop a concept note based on how the MAR Network's contributes adapting to
climate change
Retrieve contact with Global Fund for Coral Reefs

Connect and present the MAR Network to
global collaboration initiatives as The
International Coral Reef Initiative (ICRI)

Q2 - 3 2022

The Fundraising Committee systematize its lessons learnt on implemented projects

Q4 2020 –
Q1 2021
Constant

The Fundraising Committee integrates lessons learnt in new project concepts

Constant

Fundraising
Opportunities

Fundraising Opportunities: 4 thematic windows
Destination’s Integrated approach to
waste & water management:

Destination’s Sustainable Recovery/Blue
Economy: destinations implement
measures & capacity building for sustainable
recovery to reactivate tourism under new
circumstances

Sustainable
Ocean Fund

SGP
Ridge to Reef

Regional Marine Litter
Marine Debris

Differentiated goals:
- Short-term: small grants
- Mid-term: project proposals
- Long-term: strategic alliances & own funds

MAR Network
Evolution

Short-term
Great Mexican Caribbean
Biosphere Reserve

Global Fund for Coral Reefs

Global Development Alliances

Private Sector engagement in Sustainable
Destination Management: large and SMEs
private companies support destination’s
sustainable development

Mid-term

IKI Small Grant
Program

Long-term

Climate Change & Marine Ecosystems
Protection: more resilient destinations
implement measures to protect its natural
ecosystems

Recommendations

Recommendations
Short-term (2020-2021):
• The Network should prioritize its fundraising efforts on completing two project ideas
• For the MAR R2R concentrate the proposal to 1) Strengthening governance at regional & destination level (DMOs), 2)
Integrate local communities into the cruise tourism value chain, 3) MAR Network as Innovation Lab for sustainable recovery
• For the GIZ Regional Marine Litter Project: divide the proposal into three phases. The first should start with 1) Integrating
Plastic Waste Management as Sustainability Priorities for the MAR, 2) support of multi-stakeholder platforms & 3) Plastic and
Waste Management Awareness Campaigns to Promote Best Practices

• To strengthen the Network’s governance and its visibility, should be developing a website and a
document/knowledge management system, under the current grant with GIZ
• Bring the attention back to the Assessments’ results and agreed topics
• The Network could strengthen its proposals using arguments from recent studies, such as:
• The importance of sustainable destination management to reduce risks to the industry (see Global Risk Report, 2020)
• The returns for the tourism industry from healthy Mesoamerican reefs are expected the reach USD 7.1 billion (by 2030)
• The Network could promote the Natural Capital approach

Recommendations (2)
Mid term (mid-2021):
• Follow-up the negotiation regarding the project proposals for the RCL–WWF: Concentrate in
“education Program for Cruise Ship Sector to Support Sustainability in the Mesoamerican Region
(MAR)” adding a component on biosafety and public health protocols and guidelines for destinations
and tour operators: sustainable recovery
• The Network should monitor the future call-for-proposals from the Blue Action Fund, start sketching
and developing a project concept-note at an early stage
• Retrieve contact with new GIZ Conservation & Sustainable Use of Mexican Caribbean (early 2021)

Long term (mid-2022):
• Upscaling projects to other destinations: regional and local governance promote sustainable
development at other Caribbean destinations
• Large-scale project: retrieve and develop project concept-notes to The Global Fund for Coral Reefs
and/or Adaptation Fund through CORAL & PACT respectively.
• Depending on the Network’s evolution) the MAR Network might find interesting evaluating the
feasibility of designing and implementing a Payment for Ecosystem Services scheme.

Source: Global Risk Report. 2020. http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Global_Risk_Report_2020.pdf

The expected returns from Tourism… if
sustainable!!
The returns estimated for tourism industry in 2030 in the Mesoamerican Reef is 240% greater under a
Heathy Reef Scenario à MAR Network may contribute to these economic returns
Table 2. Present Value of Economic Returns from the Mesoamerican Reef: Estimated 2030 and Annualized 20172030 (US$ Million, 2017 Prices)

Scenario

Tourism

Commercial
Fisheries

Coastal
Development

Total

Healthy Reef
Scenario

Annualized

$5,153

$484

$2,047

$7,685

Estimated 2030

$7,110

$490

$2,645

$10,245

Degraded Reef
Scenario

Annualized

$3,279

$469

$1,461

$5,209

Estimated 2030

$2,069

$459

$1,068

$3,596

Net-Benefit of
Healthy Reef
Scenario

Annualized

$1,874

$15

$586

$2,475

Estimated 2030

$5,041

$31

$1,577

$6,649

Source: UN Environment, ISU, ICRI & Trucost, 2018

•
•

A Healthy Reef Scenario in which coral reef health improves over time to achieve a healthy state determined based on other
scientific studies.
A Degraded Reef Scenario in which coral reef health continues to decline in line with historical trends. This scenario
represents a continuation of business as usual

Thank you very
much!

